Using representation theory and well-known facts about automorphism groups of reductive Lie algebras, the automorphism group of a basic Lie module triple system (M, { , , }, L,b,4>) over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero is related to the automorphism group of the Lie algebra £, the automorphism group of the standard embedding S of (M, { , , }), and the automorphism group of the split null extension S of £ by M.
Introduction.
The problem considered in this paper is that of determining the automorphism group Aut(M, { , , }) of a basic Lie module triple system (LMTS) (M, { , , },Z,b, <fi) over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. We will do this by relating Aut(M, { , , }) to the automorphism group Aut Z of the reductive Lie algebra Z and using well-known facts about automorphism groups of reductive Lie algebras (see §2 for definitions).
The relationship between Aut(M, { , , }) and Aut Z is seen by defining two algebra structures S, the standard embedding of (M, { , , }), and S, the split null extension of Z by M, on M © Z-The groups Aut(S,cr) and Aut(S,cr) of automorphisms of S and ~5, respectively, stabilizing M and Z have natural restriction maps r : Aut(S,a) -► Aut Z and f : Aut(3T,o) -> Aut Z which are homomorphisms. Since S is generated by (M, { , , }) it is not surprising that Aut(M, { , , }) = Aut(S,a) and so Aut(M, { , , }) will be determined once the kernel and image of r are known. However, since ~5 only involves the ¿-module structure of M, the kernel and image of r are much easier to compute using standard representation theory facts (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and Lemma 4.1). Since Aut(5,a) Ç Aut(^,er), using Lemma 3.5, Corollary 3.6, and Lemma 4.2 it is possible to determine the kernel and image of r from those of f (Theorems 3.7 and 3.9 and Lemma 4.3). The surprising conclusion is that if (p is symmetric or symplectic, the images of r and r are the same (Corollary 3.8), Aut(S,<r) is a normal subgroup of Aut(S,<r), and Aut(S,rj)/Aut(S,<r) = k* (Theorem 4.4). This paper contains material from my dissertation, done at the University of Virginia under the direction of J. R. Faulkner, to whom I owe great thanks for his help. I also thank J. O Ferrar for his comments on the material herein.
Basic definitions.
Recall from [3] that a Lie module triple system (abbreviated LMTS) is formed from a finite-dimensional Lie algebra Z having a nondegenerate symmetric associative bilinear form b and a finite-dimensional faithful ¿-module M having a nondegenerate ¿-invariant bilinear form <f>, that is Note that simple Lie triple systems are basic [5, 1] . Other examples of basic LMTS's are given in [1, 2] where it was shown that if (M, { , , },Z,b, <p) is a LMTS for which M is a completely reducible ¿-module and (¡> is symmetric or symplectic, then (M, { , , }) can be constructed from basic LMTS's and one-and two-dimensional abelian LMTS's. Note however that not all simple completely reducible LMTS's are basic (see [1] for examples of nonbasic simple LMTS's). a G GL(M) is an automorphism of (M, { , , }) if {xyz}a -{xa,ya,za} and Aut(M, { , , }) will denote the automorphism group of (M, { , , }, ¿, b, 4>). There are two nonassociative algebra structures naturally defined on M©¿, the first being the split null extension S of ¿ by M, with multiplication defined by (x + l)(y+li) := xl\ -yl + [l,li], and the second being the standard embedding S of (M, { , , }) (see [3] ), with multiplication defined by (x + l)(y + h) := xl\ -yl + [I, h] + R(x, y) for x,y G M, l,h G S. a G GL(M © ¿) defined by (x + ï)a := -x + I is an automorphism of both S and J fixing ¿. Let Aut(S,tr) (respectively Aut(^, o)) be the automorphisms of S (respectively ~5) which commute with a.
Clearly Aut(S, o) is a subgroup ofAut(^, a) and tp : Aut(M, {,,})-► Aut(S, o) defined by (x + l)(rtp) :-xr + {t~xIt) for r G Aut(M, { , , }) is an isomorphism. For computing Aut(iT,fr)/Aut(S,<r)
we will also need to consider the automorphism group Aut¿ of ¿ and the homomorphisms r: Aut(5,(r) -> Aut ¿ and f: AMt{S~,a) -► Aut ¿ given by restriction, i.e. rr := t\¿ and ryf := r]\¿ for r G Aut(5,tr), n G A\it(5,cr). The kernel of r (respectively f) is denoted kerr (respectively kerr) and the image of r (respectively f) by imr (respectively imf).
Images.
Since any automorphism of ¿ is the product of an inner automorphism and one that stabilizes a Borel subalgebra of ¿ [4] , we will consider these two types of automorphisms of ¿ separately. Inn Aut Z will be the group of inner automorphisms of ¿. For e G Z nilpotent define exp(adse) G Aut(S, cr) by be a nonzero highest weight vector and let y2 be any nonzero highest weight vector of the irreducible submodule generated by x2. Then yiV -(xii/)(eiT).(enr) = cy2 for some c G k and c ^ 0 since n is injective. It is also important to note that if {xi,\, ■ ■ ■, a;¿,fe} is a basis of AT» and {x'j x,..., x' k} is a basis of Nj, then the r¡ constructed in the second half of the proof above can be defined so that x¿)n7? = x'n for n = 1,..., k and i = í,...,l.
For if M¿iTl is the irreducible submodule of M generated by x¿in and Mj,n is the irreducible submodule of M generated by x' n, then M¿>n and Mjt" are isomorphic ¿-modules since A¿r* = Xj. Let Vi,n: Mi,n -* MJin be such an isomorphism. Having determined imr, the following lemma will allow us to determine imr since imr Ç imr. Note that the lemma is true for any LMTS. 
PROOF. Suppose T) G Aut(5,tr).
Then R{y,z)rf = R(yr),zr¡) so by (2.2) b{ln,R{y,z)n) = b{lrf,R{yrf,zrf)) = <p{(zn){lr)),yv) = 4>{{zl)r),yrf) giving (3.5.1).
Conversely, suppose n G Aut(S,cr) satisfies (3. Since Inn Aut ¿ Ç im r, we again only need to determine which t G Aut ¿ stabilizing a Borel subalgebra B are in imr. For (ii) let x¿ G Mi be nonzero lowest weight vectors for i -1,2 and j/¿ G Mi be nonzero highest weight vectors for i = 1,2 with y2 = x2e\---en.
Then by Note 3.3, xi(eir) ■ • ■ (enr) = cyi for some c G k*. Also 4>{xi,y2) = d<p{x2,yi) so if we define r] G Aut(S~,o) by In := It, x\n := X2, and x2n := dc~1xi, then y2n = dyx and <f>{xirf,y2rf) -d(j>{x2,y\) = (j>(xi,y2) and again using induction we have <b(zr),wr)) = <b{z,w) for all z G Mi, w G M2. Since <f> is symmetric or symplectic we also have <f>{wrf,zrf) -4>{w,z) for z G Mi, w G M2 so r¡ satisfies (3.6.1). (ii) If(M{ , , }) is Type (II), kerf £ GL(2,fc) and kerr =■ SL(2,fc). The results obtained already give the following statements about these groups: kerr* = k*, kerf* = k* x k*, InnAut¿ Ç imr* = imf*, and Aut*(S,er) is a normal subgroup of Aut*(S,er) with Aut*(S,cr)/Aut*(S,cr) = k*. If 77 G Aut* (5, er) such that n stabilizes a Borel subalgebra B, then A¿n* = A¿ for i = 1,2. Either Aut* (S, o) = Aut(^, o) or Aut* (S~, er) is a normal subgroup of Aut(S,cr) of index 2. If a + ±1, Aut*(5,er) = Aut(S,er).
